# Annual Index:
Reports Issued in FY 1989

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Defense</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Affairs</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science, Space, and Technology</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Resources and Environment</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commerce and Housing Credit</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing and Community Development</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Services</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income Security</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans Affairs</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration of Justice</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Government</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congressional Testimony by GAO Officials</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Army Procurement:
Procurement of a Newly Designed Steam Cleaner Is Premature
GAO/NSIAD-89-1
Oct. 19

Defense Budget:
Potential Reductions to DOD's Fiscal Year 1989 Ammunition Budget
GAO/NSIAD-89-14
Oct. 20

Contract Pricing:
Overpricing of Joint Cruise Missiles Automatic Test Equipment
GAO/NSIAD-89-9
Oct. 24

Strategic Bombers:
B-1B Maintenance Problems Impede Its Operations
GAO/NSIAD-89-15
Oct. 24

Army Construction:
Some Vehicle Wash Facility Designs Can Be Modified to Save Money
GAO/NSIAD-89-16
Oct. 27

Air Defense Initiative:
Program Cost and Schedule Not Yet Determined
GAO/NSIAD-89-28
Oct. 28

ADP Management:
Status of the Army's Logistics and Technical Information Initiatives
GAO/IMTEC-89-10
Oct. 31

Army Procurement:
No Savings From Contracting for Support Services at Fort Eustis, Virginia
GAO/NSIAD-89-25
Oct. 31
Navy Contracting:
Alleged Improprieties of a Contractor Operating Navy Ships
GAO/NSIAD-89-11FS
Nov. 1

Transition Series:
Defense Issues
GAO/OCG-89-9TR
Nov.

Contract Pricing:
GBU-15 Bomb Components Overpricing
GAO/NSIAD-89-10
Nov. 2

Procurement:
Department of Defense Quality Assurance Efforts
GAO/NSIAD-89-28FS
Nov. 2

Competition Act:
Defense Science Board Recommended Changes to the Act
GAO/NSIAD-89-48
Nov. 2

Defense Management:
Status of Recommendations by Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense Management
GAO/NSIAD-89-19FS
Nov. 4

Arms Control and Disarmament Agency:
Better Controls Are Needed to Protect Classified Information
GAO/NSIAD-89-26
Nov. 10

Drug Law Enforcement:
Military Assistance for Drug Enforcement Agencies
GAO/NSIAD-89-45
Nov. 15
Personnel:
Civilian/Military Personnel Mix at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory
GAO/NSIAD-89-13
Nov. 16

Reserve Components:
Opportunities to Improve National Guard and Reserve Policies and Programs
GAO/NSIAD-89-27
Nov. 17

Defense Budget:
Potential Reductions to Missile ProcurementBudgets
GAO/NSIAD-89-17
Nov. 18

NATO Air Defenses:
Higher Funding Priorities Delay Some Initiatives for U.S. Bases in Europe
GAO/NSIAD-89-36
Nov. 18

Navy Strategic Forces:
Trident II Proceeding Toward Deployment
GAO/NSIAD-89-40
Nov. 21

Ammunition And Explosives:
Improved Controls Are Needed to Reduce Thefts at Fort Bragg and Camp Pendleton
GAO/NSIAD-89-3
Nov. 22

Federal Productivity:
DOD's Experience in Contracting Out Commercially Available Activities
GAO/GGD-89-6
Nov. 28
Navy Manpower:
Management's Oversight of Civilian Substitution Lacking
GAO/NSIAD-89-5
Nov. 28

Attack Warning:
NORAD's Communications System Segment Replacement Program Should Be Reassessed
GAO/IMTEC-89-1
Nov. 30

Weapons Cost:
Analysis of Major Weapon Systems Cost and Quantity Changes
GAO/NSIAD-89-32FS
Nov. 30

Navy Maintenance:
Implementing the Commercial Industrial Services Program at San Diego
GAO/NSIAD-89-18
Dec. 2

Air Force Contracting:
Allegations Concerning Procurement of a Centrifuge Trainer
GAO/NSIAD-89-50
Dec. 5

Army Procurement:
Allegations of Unfair Treatment at Fort Lee, Virginia, Found to Be Unmerited
GAO/NSIAD-89-46
Dec. 6

Navy Engineering Centers:
Proposal to Change From Industrial Funding to Another Funding Method
GAO/NSIAD-89-47
Dec. 7

Unmanned Vehicles:
Assessment of DOD's Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Master Plan
GAO/NSIAD-89-41BR
Dec. 9
NATO-Warsaw Pact:
Assessment of the Conventional Force Balance
GAO/NSIAD-89-23
Dec. 13

NATO-Warsaw Pact:
U.S. and Soviet Perspectives of the Conventional Force Balance
GAO/NSIAD-89-23A
Dec. 13

NATO-Warsaw Pact:
Conventional Force Balance—Papers for U.S. and Soviet Perspectives Workshops
GAO/NSIAD-89-23B
Dec. 13

Computer Systems:
Navy Needs to Assess Less Costly Ways to Implement Its Stock Point System
GAO/IMTEC-89-2
Dec. 14

Stars and Stripes:
Inherent Conflicts Lead to Allegations of Military Censorship
GAO/NSIAD-89-10
Dec. 14

Contract Pricing:
Material Prices Overstated on AN/APG-68 Radar Production Buys
GAO/NSIAD-89-33
Dec. 15

Audit Resolution:
DOD'S Policy Can Be Strengthened
GAO/AFMD-89-8
Dec. 16

CPA Audit Quality:
Arthur Young and Company’s Work at Bell Helicopter Textron Inc.
GAO/AFMD-89-6
Dec. 19
Industrial Funds:
Proposal to Change Funding at Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory
GAO/NSIAD-89-65
Dec. 23

Light Helicopter Program:
Risks Facing the Program Raise Doubts About the Army's Acquisition Strategy
GAO/NSIAD-89-72
Dec. 23

Air Force ADP:
Logistics Systems Modernization Costs Continue to Increase
GAO/IMTEC-89-7PS
Dec. 28

Procurement:
Responses to Questions Posed by Beretta on the M9 Handgun
GAO/NSIAD-89-59
Jan. 4

Army Special Forces:
Rationale for Relocating the 5th Special Forces Group From Fort Bragg, North Carolina
GAO/NSIAD-89-58
Jan. 5

Supply Security:
Air Force Controls Need to Be Strengthened
GAO/NSIAD-89-34
Jan. 12

ICBM Modernization:
Status of the Peacekeeper Rail Garrison Missile System
GAO/NSIAD-89-64
Jan. 12

Army Equipment:
Distribution and Documentation Problems Impede Operations
GAO/NSIAD-89-71
Jan. 13
Navy Procurement:
Option for EA-6B Aircraft Parts Should Be Reexamined
GAO/NSIAD-89-88
Jan. 13

Computer Procurement:
Information on Defense Department's CAD CAM Acquisitions
GAO/IMTEC-89-7FS
Jan. 19

The Davis-Bacon Act:
Applicability to Supply Contract at Defense Depot, Tracy, California
GAO/HRD-89-13
Jan. 24

Torpedo Procurement:
Issues Related to the Navy's MK-50 Torpedo Propulsion System
GAO/NSIAD-89-8
Jan. 27

ADP Contracts:
Army Needs to Correct Budget Disclosure Deficiencies
GAO/IMTEC-89-13
Jan. 31

Strategic Bombers:
B-1B Cost and Performance Remain Uncertain
GAO/NSIAD-89-55
Feb. 3

Hazardous Waste:
DOD Efforts to Reduce Waste
GAO/NSIAD-89-35
Feb. 7

Procurement:
DOD Efforts Relating to Nondevelopmental Items
GAO/NSIAD-89-51
Feb. 7
ADP Acquisition:
Navy's Efforts to Develop an Integrated Disbursing and Accounting System
GAO:IMTEC-89-20FN
Feb. 8

Financial Management:
Military Departments' Response to the Reorganization Act
GAO:NSIAD-89-49
Feb. 9

OMB Circular A-76:
Contracting Out Public Works Functions at Jacksonville Naval Air Station
GAO:GGD-89-37
Feb. 10

Contract Pricing:
Contractors Should Provide Historical Vendor Prices to DOD
GAO:NSIAD-89-68
Feb. 15

Physical Security:
Protection Provided Navy Ammunition at Overseas Locations
GAO:NSIAD-89-93
Feb. 17

ADP Acquisition:
Naval Aviation Logistics Command Management Information System
GAO:IMTEC-89-21FS
Feb. 23

Household Goods:
Evaluation of Department of Defense Claims Payment and Recovery Activities
GAO:NSIAD-89-67
Feb. 24
Army Procurement:
Fort Benjamin Harrison's Commercial Activity Study Should Be Redone or Updated
GAO: NSIAD-89-90
Feb. 24

Navy Ships:
Evaluating Bids for Maintenance to Be Performed Away From Home Ports
GAO: NSIAD-89-101
Feb. 28

ADP Systems:
Army Decision to Use Air Force Military Pay System Appears Advantageous
GAO: IMTEC-89-28
Mar. 1

Research and Development:
Funding of Jet Aircraft Engines for Fiscal Years 1984-1988
GAO: NSIAD-89-12FS
Mar. 1

Defense Reorganization:
Progress and Concerns at JCS and Combatant Commands
GAO: NSIAD-89-83
Mar. 1

Navy Supply:
Questionable Decisions Increased Initial Spares Costs for AV-8B Aircraft
GAO: NSIAD-89-103
Mar. 2

ADP Acquisition:
Army Civilian Personnel System
GAO: IMTEC-89-22FS
Mar. 3

Navy Training:
Safety Has Been Improved, but More Still Needs to Be Done
GAO: NSIAD-89-119
Mar. 7
Military Child Care:
Extensive, Diverse, and Growing
GAO/HRD-89-3
Mar. 8

Base Support Services:
Disestablishment of Two Consolidated Organizations in San Antonio
GAO/NSIAD-89-97
Mar. 8

Aircrew Training:
Developing Objective Data to Support Flying Hour Programs
GAO/NSIAD-89-99
Mar. 9

ICBM Modernization:
Availability Problems and Flight Test Delays in Peacekeeper Program
GAO/NSIAD-89-105
Mar. 9

Submarine Combat System:
Technical Challenges Confronting Navy's Seawolf AN/SSN-2 Development
GAO/IMTEC-89-35
Mar. 13

Military Readiness:
Status of the Marine Corps Prepositioning Program in Norway
GAO/NSIAD-89-110
Mar. 17

ADP Acquisition:
Defense Logistics Services Center Modernization Program
GAO/IMTEC-89-32
Mar. 20

Communications:
Actions Needed to Ensure Advanced High Frequency Radios Interoperate
GAO/NSIAD-89-84
Mar. 20
Trainer Aircraft:
Plans to Replace the Existing Fleet
GAO/NSIAD-89-94
Mar. 20

DOD Contracting:
Air Force and Navy Maintenance of Training Aircraft and Training Equipment
GAO/NSIAD-89-114
Mar. 20

Honduras:
U.S. Military Presence at Soto Cano Air Base
GAO/NSIAD-89-107BR
Mar. 21

Military Coproduction:
U.S. Management of Programs Worldwide
GAO/NSIAD-89-117
Mar. 22

Procurement:
Partial Set-Asides for Domestic Bulk Fuel by Defense Fuel Supply Center
GAO/NSIAD-89-112
Mar. 23

Marine Corps Child Care:
User Fee Increases at Parris Island and Beaufort Installations
GAO/HRD-89-74
Mar. 24

Programming Language:
Status, Costs, and Issues Associated With Defense's Implementation of Ada
GAO/IMTEC-89-9
Mar. 24

Battlefield Automation:
Field Artillery Data Systems Acquisition Problems and Budget Impacts
GAO/NSIAD-89-95BR
Mar. 28
Computer Procurement:
Navy Decision to Terminate Its Standard Automated Financial System
GAO/IMTEC-89-37
Mar. 30

Tactical Airlift:
Issues Concerning Air Force Plans for Pacific Distribution System
GAO/NSIAD-89-81
Mar. 30

DOD Internal Review:
Extent of Operations, Types of Work Performed, and Benefits Derived
GAO/AFMD-89-49FS
Apr. 5

Financial Reporting:
Navy's 1986 Consolidated Report on Financial Position Is Unreliable
GAO/AFMD-89-18
Apr. 6

Financial Management:
Operating Cash Requirement for Air Force Stock Fund Can Be Reduced
GAO/AFMD-89-60
Apr. 7

Military Personnel:
Implementation Status of Joint Officer Personnel Policies
GAO/NSIAD-89-113
Apr. 7

Air Force Logistics:
Conflict of Interest in Procurement of C-5 Crash Damage Kits
GAO/NSIAD-89-109
Apr. 12

Strategic Defense Initiative Program:
Zenith Star Space-Based Chemical Laser Experiment
GAO/NSIAD-89-118
Apr. 14
Space Defense:
Management and Technical Problems Delay Operations Center Acquisition
GAO/IMTEC-89-14
Apr. 20

Army Audit Agency:
Staff Reductions and Audit Quality Issues
GAO/AFMD-89-1
Apr. 21

ADP Acquisition:
Air Force Logistics System Modernization Projects
GAO/IMTEC-89-42
Apr. 21

Contract Pricing:
Material Prices Overstated on GBU-15 Bomb Weapon System
GAO/NSIAD-89-125
Apr. 27

Army Ammunition:
The Mississippi Plant Will Be Closed After Demonstrating Its Production Capability
GAO/NSIAD-89-131
May 4

Special Access Programs:
DOD Is Strengthening Compliance With Oversight Requirements
GAO/NSIAD-89-133
May 4

Air Force ADP:
Evaluations Needed to Substantiate Modernization Program Benefits
GAO/IMTEC-89-29
May 5

Army Procurement:
Restriction on the Purchase of Alloy Steel to U.S. and Canadian Sources
GAO/NSIAD-89-126FS
May 5
Navy Weapons Testing:
Defense Policy on Early Operational Testing
GAO/NSIAD-89-98
May 8

Automated Information Systems:
Schedule Delays and Cost Overruns Plague DOD Systems
GAO/IMTEC-89-36
May 10

DOD Investigation Programs:
Background Data
GAO/NSIAD-89-143FS
May 10

Government Contracting:
GAO/NSIAD-89-121
May 17

Defense Manpower:
Reductions in Joint Activities and Service Reallocations
GAO/NSIAD-89-148FS
May 17

ADP Budget:
Department of the Army's Information Technology Systems Obligations
GAO/IMTEC-89-47FS
May 18

ADP Budget:
Department of Defense's Information Technology Systems Obligations
GAO/IMTEC-89-51FS
May 18

Strategic Bombers:
Logistics Decisions Impede B-1B Readiness and Supportability
GAO/NSIAD-89-129
May 19
ADP Budget:
Department of the Navy's Information Technology Systems Obligations
GAO/IMTEC-89-48FS
May 22

ADP Budget:
Department of the Air Force's Information Technology Systems Obligations
GAO/IMTEC-89-49FS
May 22

Army Ammunition:
Acquisition of the M762 Electronic Time Fuze and the XM900E1 Tank Round
GAO/NSIAD-89-161
May 31

Acquisition Reform:
Military Departments' Response to the Reorganization Act
GAO/NSIAD-89-70
June 1

Military Logistics:
Air Force's Management of Backordered Aircraft Items Needs Improvement
GAO/NSIAD-89-82
June 2

Tank Recovery Vehicle:
Status of Program Acquisition and Full-Scale Engineering Development
GAO/NSIAD-89-156
June 2

Contract Pricing:
Overpricing of Secure Voice Communication Systems
GAO/NSIAD-89-124
June 7
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Report No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Housing Allowances:</strong></td>
<td>Equity Issues for Certain Military Members</td>
<td>GAO-NSIAD-89-134</td>
<td>June 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INF Treaty:</strong></td>
<td>Army and Air Force Personnel Reductions</td>
<td>GAO-NSIAD-89-173PS</td>
<td>June 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Federal Personnel:</strong></td>
<td>Defense Department’s Hiring of Teachers for Overseas Schools</td>
<td>GAO/GGD-89-82</td>
<td>June 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADP Procurement:</strong></td>
<td>Navy Improperly Restricted Competition for Its Civilian Pay System</td>
<td>GAO/IMTEC-89-61</td>
<td>June 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Air Force Logistics:</strong></td>
<td>Procurement of C-5 Crash Damage Kits</td>
<td>GAO/NSIAD-89-111</td>
<td>June 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tactical Airlift:</strong></td>
<td>Observations Concerning European Distribution System Operations</td>
<td>GAO/NSIAD-89-135</td>
<td>June 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Financial Management:</strong></td>
<td>Air Force Records Contain $512 Million in Negative Unliquidated Obligations</td>
<td>GAO/AFMD-89-78</td>
<td>June 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Army Training:</strong></td>
<td>Management Initiatives Needed to Enhance Reservists’ Training</td>
<td>GAO/NSIAD-89-140</td>
<td>June 30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Military Space Operations:
Use of Mobile Ground Stations in Satellite Control
GAO/IMTEC-89-53
July 3

Communications:
Mobile Subscriber Equipment Testing Issues and Army Improvement Plan
GAO/NSIAD-89-165BR
July 6

Navy Maintenance:
Aviation Component Repair Program Needs Greater Management Attention
GAO/NSIAD-89-171
July 6

Attack Warning:
Better Management Required to Resolve NORAD Integration Deficiencies
GAO/IMTEC-89-26
July 7

Naval Aviation:
The Flying Hour Program's Budget and Execution
GAO/NSIAD-89-108
July 7

Test and Evaluation:
Reducing Risks to Military Aircraft From Bird Collisions
GAO/NSIAD-89-127
July 13

DOD Acquisition:
Information on Joint Major Programs
GAO/NSIAD-89-198
July 17

Army Maintenance:
General Support Maintenance Units Not Prepared to Perform War-time Missions
GAO/NSIAD-89-183
July 17
Army Procurement:
The Selection of a Manufacturer for the 120-mm Mortar
GAO/NSIAD-89-178
July 18

Countermeasures:
Survivability of U.S. Radars Needs More Emphasis
GAO/NSIAD-89-120
July 19

Defense Contracting:
Cost, Schedule, and Performance to Develop a Ground Power Generator System
GAO/NSIAD-89-163FS
July 19

Government Contractors:
Internal Controls and Charging Practices at TRW, Inc.
GAO/AFMD-89-34
July 20

Contract Pricing:
Defense Contractor Contributions to the Software Productivity Consortium
GAO/NSIAD-89-74
July 24

Budget Reprogramming:
Opportunities to Improve DOD’s Reprogramming Process
GAO/NSIAD-89-138
July 24

Financial Disclosure:
Navy’s Public Disclosure System Generally Works Well but Can Be Improved
GAO/NSIAD-89-194
July 27

Navy Steaming Days:
Budget and Execution
GAO/NSIAD-89-172
Aug. 2
Plant Modernization:
DOD's Management of the Asset Capitalization Program Needs Improvement
GAO/NSIAD-89-147
Aug. 4

Navy Contracting:
Status of Cost Growth and Claims on Shipbuilding Contracts
GAO/NSIAD-89-189
Aug. 4

Military Space Operations:
Operational Problems Continue With the Satellite Control Computer System
GAO/IMTEC-89-56
Aug. 8

Electronic Warfare:
Reliable Equipment Needed to Test Air Force's Electronic Warfare Systems
GAO/NSIAD-89-137
Aug. 11

Bigeye Bomb:
Unresolved Developmental Issues
GAO/PEMD-89-27
Aug. 11

Navy Relocation:
Transfer of the Naval Explosives Development Engineering Department
GAO/NSIAD-89-176BR
Aug. 17

Military Airlift:
C-17 Faces Schedule, Cost, and Performance Challenges
GAO/NSIAD-89-195
Aug. 18
Annual Index of Reports Issued in FY 1989

**Military Logistics:**
Buying Army Spares Too Soon Creates Excess Stocks and Increases Costs
GAO/NSIAD-89-196
Aug. 28

**Bigeye Bomb:**
Evaluation of Operational Tests
GAO/PEMD-89-29
Aug. 30

**Strategic Bombers:**
B-1D Program's Use of Expired Appropriations
GAO/NSIAD-89-209
Sept. 5

**Procurement:**
Assessment of DOD's Multiyear Contract Candidates
GAO/NSIAD-89-224BR
Sept. 5

**Missile Procurement:**
AMRAAM Not Ready for Full-Rate Production
GAO/NSIAD-89-201
Sept. 7

**Women in the Military:**
Career Progression Not a Current Problem but Concerns Remain
GAO/NSIAD-89-210BR
Sept. 7

**Army Procurement:**
Water Purification Equipment May Not Meet All Performance Requirements
GAO/NSIAD-89-200
Sept. 11

**Defense Manpower:**
DOD Requirements and Vacancies in NATO European Countries
GAO/NSIAD-89-213FS
Sept. 11
Attack Warning:
Defense Acquisition Board Should Address NORAD's Computer Deficiencies
GAO/IMTEC-89-74
Sept. 13

DOD Revolving Door:
Processes Have Improved but Post-DOD Employment Reporting Still Low
GAO/NSIAD-89-221
Sept. 13

Navy ADP Procurement:
Contracting and Market Share Information
GAO/IMTEC-89-66PS
Sept. 15

Reserve Training:
FIREX 88 Achieved Its Objectives but Missed Other Training Opportunities
GAO/NSIAD-89-198BR
Sept. 15

Close Air Support:
Comparison of Air Force and Marine Corps Requirements and Aircraft
GAO/NSIAD-89-218
Sept. 19

Overseas Basing:
Costs of Relocating the 401st Tactical Fighter Wing
GAO/NSIAD-89-225
Sept. 21

Contract Pricing:
Dual-Source Contract Prices
GAO/NSIAD-89-181
Sept. 26
Depot Maintenance:
Air Force Defines Backlog Better, but Additional Efforts Are Needed
GAO/NSIAD-89-211
Sept. 26

DOD Warranties:
Effective Administration Systems Are Needed to Implement Warranties
GAO/NSIAD-89-57
Sept. 27

Employee Drug Testing:
DOD's Laboratory Quality Assurance Program Not Fully Implemented
GAO/GGD-89-80
Sept. 29
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Affairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Aid:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of Local Currencies for AID's Operating Costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAO/NSIAD-89-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transition Series:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Trade Issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAO/OCG-89-5TR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transition Series:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of State Issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAO/OCG-89-19TR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transition Series:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Economic Assistance Issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAO/OCG-89-23TR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Security Investigations:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Department Employee Investigation Practices Can Be Improved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAO/NSIAD 89-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Development Assistance:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issues Concerning AID's Social Marketing for Change Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAO/NSIAD-89-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Military Assistance:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving the Way Congress Is Notified of Program Changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAO/NSIAD-89-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Trade:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pursuit of Trade Law Remedies by Small Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAO/NSIAD-89-69BR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Foreign Investment:
Foreign Hostile Takeovers of U.S. Firms
GAO/NSIAD-89-80FS
Dec. 15

Participant Training:
AID Administration of Training Agreements, Costs, and Support Services
GAO/NSIAD-89-43FS
Dec. 22

Security Assistance:
Update of Programs and Related Activities
GAO/NSIAD-89-78FS
Dec. 28

State Department:
Security Issues Related to Selected Employees
GAO/NSIAD-89-86
Dec. 28

Foreign Aid:
Problems and Issues Affecting Economic Assistance
GAO/NSIAD-80-61BR
Dec. 30

Embassy Security:
Background Investigations of Foreign Employees
GAO/NSIAD-89-76
Jan. 5

State Department:
Problems in the Diplomatic Courier System
GAO/NSIAD-89-39
Feb. 6

International Trade:
Foreign Trade Zones Program Needs Clarified Criteria
GAO/NSIAD-89-85
Feb. 7
Export Promotion:
U.S. Government Promotional Activities in Japan
GAO/NSIAD-89-77BR
Feb. 21

International Trade:
Review of FAS Attache Service
GAO/NSIAD-89-73
Feb. 23

Central America:
Conditions of Refugees and Displaced Persons
GAO/NSIAD-89-54
Mar. 1

Strategic Minerals:
Implications of Proposed Takeover of a Major British Mining Company
GAO/NSIAD-89-123
Mar. 3

International Trade:
The Special Access Program for Caribbean Apparel Imports
GAO/NSIAD-89-122
Mar. 15

Agricultural Trade:
Long-Term Bilateral Grain Agreements With the Soviet Union and China
GAO/NSIAD-89-63
Mar. 22

Foreign Assistance:
Administration of Funds for the International Fund for Ireland
GAO/NSIAD-89-53
Apr. 3

Foreign Aid:
Issues Concerning U.S. University Participation
GAO/NSIAD-89-38
Apr. 11
State Department:
Management of Overseas Real Property Needs Improvement
GAO/NSIAD-89-116
Apr. 13

Israel:
Use of U.S.-Manufactured Tear Gas in the Occupied Territories
GAO/NSIAD-89-128
Apr. 13

International Trade:
Long-Term Bilateral Grain Agreements and Grain Countertrade
GAO/NSIAD-89-91
Apr. 14

International Finance:
Regulation of International Securities Markets
GAO/NSIAD-89-115
Apr. 14

U.S. Trade Deficit:
Impact of Currency Appreciations in Taiwan, South Korea, and Hong Kong
GAO/NSIAD-89-130
Apr. 28

Somalia:
Observations Regarding the Northern Conflict and Resulting Conditions
GAO/NSIAD-89-159
May 4

Central America:
Humanitarian Assistance to the Nicaraguan Democratic Resistance
GAO/NSIAD-89-152
June 1

International Trade:
Administration of Short Supply in Steel Import Restraint Agreements
GAO/NSIAD-89-166
June 5
Export Controls:
Extent of DOD Influence on Licensing Decisions
GAO/NSIAD-89-155
June 6

United Nations:
U.S. Participation in the Environment Program
GAO/NSIAD-89-142
June 21

State Department:
Need to Reassess U.S. Participation in the International Joint Commission
GAO/NSIAD-89-164
June 29

Foreign Technologies:
Federal Agencies Efforts to Track Developments
GAO/NSIAD-89-192
June 30

Inter-American Development Bank:
Questions Concerning Payment to Nicaragua
GAO/NSIAD-89-167
July 5

Central America:
Impact of U.S. Assistance in the 1980s
GAO/NSIAD-89-170
July 11

El Salvador:
Limited Use of U.S. Firms in Military Aid Construction
GAO/NSIAD-89-132
July 12

Voice of America:
Selected Personnel Practices Warrant Management Attention
GAO/NSIAD-89-180
July 12
South Africa:
Enhancing Enforcement of the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act
GAO/NSIAD-89-184
July 12

International Trade:
The Health of the U.S. Steel Industry
GAO/NSIAD-89-193
July 12

Peace Corps:
A Statistical Profile
GAO/NSIAD-89-174PS
July 14

U.S. Trust Territory:
Issues Associated With Palau's Transition to Self-Government
GAO/NSIAD-89-182
July 19

U.S. Trust Territory:
Issues Associated With Palau's Transition to Self-Government
GAO/NSIAD-89-182S
July 19

State Department:
Professional Development of Foreign Service Employees
GAO/NSIAD-89-149
July 26

Central America:
Conditions of Guatemalan Refugees and Displaced Persons
GAO/NSIAD-89-150
July 31

U.S.-Japan Burden Sharing:
Japan Has Increased Its Contributions but Could Do More
GAO/NSIAD-89-188
Aug. 15
Security Assistance:
Foreign Military Sales Debt Refinancing
GAO/NSIAD-89-175
Aug. 16

El Salvador:
Transfers of Military Assistance Fuels
GAO/NSIAD-89-186
Aug. 29

Export Promotion:
Problems With Commerce’s Commercial Information Management System
GAO/NSIAD-89-162
Aug. 31

Drug Control:
Enforcement Efforts in Burma Are Not Effective
GAO/NSIAD-89-197
Sept. 11

Export Controls:
Assessment of Commerce Department Foreign Policy Reports to Congress
GAO/NSIAD-89-190
Sept. 13

Financial Review:
Panama Canal Commission’s Financial Statements for 1988
GAO/AFMD-89-80
Sept. 20

Economic Assistance:
Ways to Reduce the Reprogramming Notification Burden and Improve Congressional Oversight
GAO/NSIAD-89-202
Sept. 21

Foreign Investment:
Critique of Treasury Report on Major Industrial Country Restrictions
GAO/NSIAD-89-234
Sept. 21
South Africa:
Feasibility of Imposing Additional Sanctions on Gold
GAO/NSIAD-89-232
Sept. 25

United Nations:
U.S. Participation in the Children’s Fund
GAO/NSIAD-89-204
Sept. 27
Science, Space, and Technology

Transition Series:
NASA Issues
GAO/OGC-89-15TR
Nov.

Civil Space:
NASA’s Strategic Planning Process
GAO/NSIAD-89-30BR
Nov. 30

Space Shuttle:
Readiness of the Transoceanic Abort Landing Sites
GAO/NSIAD-89-22
Dec. 16

Solid Rocket Motors:
Loss of Oxidizer Production Necessitates Emergency Allocation
Procedures
GAO/NSIAD-89-66
Dec. 16

Space Shuttle:
External Tank Procurement Does Not Comply With Competition in
Contracting Act
GAO/NSIAD-89-62
Dec. 28

Federal Research:
Determination of the Best Qualified Sites for DOE’s Super Collider
GAO/RCED-89-18
Jan. 30

Space Funding:
NASA and DOD Activities for Fiscal Years 1981 Through 1989
GAO/NSIAD-89-102PS
Mar. 23

Laboratory Accreditation:
Requirements Vary Throughout the Federal Government
GAO/RCED-89-102
Mar. 28
Space Operations:
NASA Efforts to Develop and Deploy Advanced Spacecraft Computers
GAO/IMTEC-89-17
Mar. 31

Space Operations:
NASA's Communications Support for Earth Orbiting Spacecraft
GAO/IMTEC-89-41
Apr. 7

Space Operations:
Listing of NASA Scientific Missions, 1980-2000
GAO/IMTEC-89-46FS
Apr. 7

Biotechnology:
Backlog of Patent Applications
GAO/RCED-89-120BR
Apr. 12

Space Shuttle:
Follow-up Evaluation of NASA's Solid Rocket Motor Procurement
GAO/NSIAD-89-89
May 23

Technology Transfer:
Implementation Status of the Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986
GAO/RCED-89-154
May 30

Computer Security:
Virus Highlights Need for Improved Internet Management
GAO/IMTEC-89-57
June 12

Standards and Technology:
Impact of Fee Increases on Measurement Services
GAO/RCED-89-135
June 22
Weather Satellites:
Cost Growth and Development Delays Jeopardize U.S. Forecasting Ability
GAO/NSIAD-89-169
June 30
Energy

**Nuclear Nonproliferation:**
Major Weaknesses in Foreign Visitor Controls at Weapons Laboratories
GAO/RCED-89-31
Oct. 11

**Nuclear Regulation:**
Stricter Controls Needed for Radioactive Byproduct Material Licenses
GAO/RCED-89-15
Oct. 12

**Synthetic Fuels:**
Analysis of DOE's Estimate of the Sale Value of the Great Plains Project
GAO/RCED-89-36
Oct. 21

**Nuclear Health and Safety:**
Summary of Major Problems at DOE's Rocky Flats Plant
GAO/RCED-89-53BR
Oct. 27

**Transition Series:**
Energy Issues
GAO/OGC-89-16TR
Nov.

**Nuclear Security:**
DOE Actions to Improve the Personnel Clearance Program
GAO/RCED-89-34
Nov. 9

**Nuclear Waste:**
Quarterly Report on DOE's Nuclear Waste Program as of September 30, 1988
GAO/RCED-89-22FS
Nov. 22
Nuclear Science:
Usefulness of Space Power Research to Ground-Based Nuclear Reactor Systems
GAO/RCED-89-17
Dec. 6

Federal Electric Power:
Controversy Relating to Construction of Transmission Lines
GAO/RCED-89-43
Dec. 6

Nuclear Materials:
Additional Information on Shipments From DOE's Rocky Flats Plant
GAO/RCED-89-61FS
Dec. 14

Nuclear Regulation:
NRC's Security Clearance Program Can Be Strengthened
GAO/RCED-89-41
Dec. 20

Gasoline Marketing:
States' Programs for Pump Labeling of Gasoline Ingredients
GAO/RCED-89-6
Jan. 12

Oil Reserve:
Status of Strategic Petroleum Reserve Activities as of September 30, 1988
GAO/RCED-89-63FS
Jan. 25

Nuclear Waste:
DOE's Method for Assigning Defense Waste Disposal Costs Complies With NWPA
GAO/RCED-89-2
Feb. 2

International Energy Agency:
Effectiveness of Members' Oil Stocks and Demand Restraint Measures
GAO/NSIAD-89-42
Feb. 6
Nuclear Waste:
Termination of Activities at Two Sites Proceeding in an Orderly Manner
GAO/RCED-89-66
Feb. 6

Energy Management:
DOE Should Improve Its Controls Over Work for Other Federal Agencies
GAO/RCED-89-21
Feb. 9

Fuel Ethanol:
Imports From Caribbean Basin Initiative Countries
GAO/NSIAD-89-106
Feb. 21

Nuclear Waste:
Quarterly Report as of December 31, 1988
GAO/RCED-89-87
Feb. 27

Canadian Power Imports:
Update on Electricity Imports in the Northeast
GAO/RCED-89-51
Mar. 3

Nuclear Science:
Effect of Conversion of Washington Nuclear Plant No. 1 on Debt and Electric Rates
GAO/RCED-89-88FS
Mar. 9

Energy Regulation:
The Quality of DOE's Oil Overcharge Information
GAO/RCED-89-104
Mar. 15

Strategic Petroleum Reserves:
Analysis of Alternative Financing Methods
GAO/RCED-89-103
Mar. 16
Energy Management:
States' Use of Oil Overcharge Funds for Legal Expenses
GAO/RCED-89-60
Mar. 21

Electricity Supply:
What Can Be Done to Revive the Nuclear Option?
GAO/RCED-89-67
Mar. 23

Fossil Fuels:
Commercializing Clean Coal Technologies
GAO/RCED-89-80
Mar. 29

Nuclear Regulation:
License Renewal Questions for Nuclear Plants Need to Be Resolved
GAO/RCED-89-90
Apr. 3

Energy Management:
DOE's Plan to Transfer Fire Department Operations to Los Alamos County
GAO/RCED-89-89
Apr. 5

Gasoline Marketing:
States' Programs for Gasoline Octane Testing
GAO/RCED-89-91FS
Apr. 12

Energy Conservation:
Federal Shared Energy Savings Contracting
GAO/RCED-89-99
Apr. 17

Energy Information:
Status, Cost, and Need for Energy Consumption and Fuel Switching Data
GAO/RCED-89-98
Apr. 19
Annual Index of Reports Issued in FY 1989

Nuclear Regulation:
NRC's Restart Actions Appear Reasonable—But Criteria Needed
GAO/RCED-89-95
May 4

Energy Management:
Appeals Procedures for State and Local Assistance Programs
GAO/RCED-89-127
May 10

TVA Management:
Information on Compensation for Top Managers
GAO/RCED-89-137BR
May 17

Nuclear Waste:
DOE Has Terminated Research Evaluating Crystalline Rock for a Repository
GAO/RCED-89-148
May 22

Nuclear Regulation:
NRC's Decommissioning Procedures and Criteria Need to Be Strengthened
GAO/RCED-89-119
May 26

Nuclear Science:
DOE Richland Role in the Proposal to Convert Washington Nuclear Plant No. 1
GAO/RCED-89-134BR
June 6

Energy Security:
Analysis of Studies on Economic Consequences of an Oil Import Tariff
GAO/RCED-89-70BR
June 16

Federal Research:
Final Site Selection Process for DOE's Super Collider
GAO/RCED-89-129BR
June 16
Nuclear Nonproliferation:
Better Controls Needed Over Weapons-Related Information and Technology
GAO/RCED-89-116
June 19

Energy Management:
DOE Has Not Shown Systems Contracting to Be in Government's Best Interest
GAO/RCED-89-118
June 20

Fossil Fuels:
Status of DOE-Funded Clean Coal Technology Projects as of March 15, 1989
GAO/RCED-89-166FS
June 29

Synthetic Fuels:
An Overview of DOE's Ownership and Divestiture of the Great Plains Project
GAO/RCED-89-153
July 14

Nuclear Waste:
DOE's Management of Single-Shell Tanks at Hanford, Washington
GAO/RCED-89-157
July 18

Uranium Enrichment:
Some Impacts of Proposed Legislation on DOE's Program
GAO/RCED-89-170BR
July 25

Nuclear Waste:
Quarterly Report as of March 31, 1989
GAO/RCED-89-178
Aug. 14

Nuclear Science:
Better Information Needed for Selection of New Production Reactor
GAO/RCED-89-206
Sept. 21
Nuclear Health and Safety:
Policy Implications of Funding DOE's K Reactor Cooling Tower Project
GAO/RCED-89-212
Sept. 27
Natural Resources and Environment

Air Pollution:
Issues Inhibiting Marine Vessel Emission Controls Are Still Unresolved
GAO: RCED-89-12
Oct. 7

Superfund:
Interim Assessment of EPA's Enforcement Program
GAO: RCED-89-40BR
Oct. 12

Boating and Fishing:
Administration of the Wallop-Breaux Trust Fund
GAO: RCED-89-32BR
Oct. 26

Hazardous Waste:
The Cost and Availability of Pollution Insurance
GAO: PEMD-89-4
Oct. 28

Surface Mining:
Complete Reconciliation of the Abandoned Mine Land Fund Needed
GAO: RCED-89-35
Oct. 28

Transition Series:
Environmental Protection Agency Issues
GAO: OCG-89-20TR
Nov.

Transition Series:
Interior Issues
GAO: OCG-89-24TR
Nov.

Air Pollution:
EPA's Ozone Policy Is a Positive Step but Needs More Legal Authority
GAO: RCED-89-28
Nov. 23
Superfund:
Missed Statutory Deadlines Slow Progress in Environmental Programs
GAO:RCED-89-27
Nov. 29

Air Pollution:
Status of Dispute Over Alaska Oil Pipeline Air Quality Controls
GAO:RCED-89-37
Dec. 9

Groundwater Protection:
The Use of Drinking Water Standards by the States
GAO:PEMD-89-1
Dec. 20

Endangered Species:
Management Improvements Could Enhance Recovery Program
GAO:RCED-89-5
Dec. 21

Water Pollution:
Stronger Enforcement Needed to Improve Compliance at Federal Facilities
GAO:RCED-89-13
Dec. 27

Water Resources:
Corps of Engineers' Transfer of Three Townsites
GAO:RCED-89-42
Dec. 29

Environmental Protection:
Bibliography of GAO Documents, January 1985 - August 1988
GAO/RCED-89-23
Feb.

Water Pollution:
More EPA Action Needed to Improve the Quality of Heavily Polluted Waters
GAO:RCED-89-38
Jan. 6
Surface Mining:
Operation of the Applicant Violator System Can Be Improved
GAO/AFMD-89-31
Jan. 24

Surface Mining:
Interior's Response to Abandoned Mine Emergencies
GAO/RCED-89-74
Jan. 31

Financial Audit:
Environmental and Energy Study Conference Financial Statements for 1987 and 1986
GAO/AFMD-89-2
Feb. 3

Financial Audit:
Examination of EPA's Financial Statements for Fiscal Year 1987
GAO/AFMD-89-24
Feb. 9

Stratospheric Ozone:
EPA's Safety Assessment of Substitutes for Ozone-Depleting Chemicals
GAO/RCED-89-49
Feb. 13

Forest Service:
Information on the Forest Service Appeals System
GAO/RCED-89-16BR
Feb. 16

Superfund Contracts:
EPA's Procedures for Preventing Conflicts of Interest Need Strengthening
GAO/RCED-89-57
Feb. 17

Endangered Species:
Spotted Owl Petition Evaluation Beset by Problems
GAO/RCED-89-79
Feb. 21
Inland Oil Spills:
Stronger Regulation and Enforcement Needed to Avoid Future Incidents
GAO: RCED-89-65
Feb. 22

Surface Mining:
Office of Surface Mining Response to Management Review Recommendations
GAO: RCED-89-82FS
Feb. 22

Forest Service:
Status of Geographic Information System Acquisition
GAO: IMTEC-89-27
Mar. 6

Federal Land Management:
The Mining Law of 1872 Needs Revision
GAO: RCED-89-72
Mar. 10

Superfund:
Analysis of Issues Concerning the Operating Industries Site
GAO: RCED-89-77
Mar. 30

National Forests:
Financial Ability Reviews of Prospective Timber Purchasers Need Improvement
GAO: RCED-89-110
Mar. 31

Forest Service:
Status of the All Resource Cost Reporting Project
GAO: AFMD-89-65
Apr. 14

Federal Timber Sales:
Legislative and Administrative Assistance Provided to Timber Purchasers
GAO: RCED-89-117
Apr. 21
**Water Pollution:**
Improved Monitoring and Enforcement Needed for Toxic Pollutants Entering Sewers
GAO/RCED-89-101
Apr. 25

**Pesticides:**
Export of Unregistered Pesticides Is Not Adequately Monitored by EPA
GAO/RCED-89-124
Apr. 25

**Mineral Revenues:**
Implementation of the Federal Onshore Oil and Gas Leasing Reform Act of 1987
GAO/RCED-89-108
May 8

**Surface Mining:**
Information on Legal Fees Under the Surface Mining Act
GAO/RCED-89-140FS
May 9

**Mineral Revenues:**
Options to Accelerate Royalty Payment Audits Need Further Consideration
GAO/RCED-89-167
June 5

**Water Resources:**
Corps of Engineers' Drought Management of Savannah River Projects
GAO/RCED-89-169
June 12

**California Desert:**
Planned Wildlife Protection and Enhancement Objectives Not Achieved
GAO/RCED-89-171
June 23
Annual Index of Reports Issued in FY 1989

Nonhazardous Waste:
State Management of Municipal Landfills and Landfill Expansions
GAO/RCED-89-165BR
June 29

Drinking Water:
Safeguards Are Not Preventing Contamination From Injected Oil and Gas Wastes
GAO/RCED-89-97
July 5

Air Pollution:
EPA's Ambient Air Policy Results in Additional Pollution
GAO/RCED-89-144
July 26

Hazardous Waste:
EPA Cleanup Requirements—DOD Versus Private Entities
GAO/NSIAD-89-144
July 28

Water Resources:
Corps of Engineers' Inspections of West Williamson Flood Wall Project
GAO/RCED-89-132
Aug. 7

Debt Collection:
Interior Is Acting to Improve Its Collection of Civil Penalty Fees
GAO/AFMD-89-73
Aug. 16

Hazardous Waste Sites:
State Cleanup Status and Its Implications for Federal Policy
GAO/RCED-89-164
Aug. 21

Surface Mining:
Inadequate Internal Controls Cause Procurement Problems in West Virginia
GAO/RCED-89-194
Sept. 6
National Wildlife Refuges:
Continuing Problems With Incompatible Uses Call for Bold Action
GAO/RCED-89-196
Sept. 8

Parks and Recreation:
Maintenance and Reconstruction Backlog on National Forest Trails
GAO/RCED-89-182
Sept. 22

Superfund:
Contractor Are Being Too Liberally Indemnified by the Government
GAO/RCED-89-160
Sept. 26

Wilderness Preservation:
Problems in Some National Forests Should Be Addressed
GAO/RCED-89-202
Sept. 26

Alaska Wildlife Refuges:
Restrictive Criteria Used to Recommend Additional Wilderness
GAO/RCED-89-155
Sept. 28
**Agriculture**

**Farm Finance:**
Financial Condition of American Agriculture as of December 31, 1987
GAO: RCED-89-33BR
Oct. 18

**Crop Insurance:**
FCIC Needs to Improve Its Oversight of Reinsured Companies
GAO: RCED-89-10
Oct. 19

**The H-2A Program:**
Protections for U.S. Farmworkers
GAO: PEMD-89-3
Oct. 21

**Commodity Certificates:**
Backlog of 200,000 Unreconciled Certificates Affects Financial Reporting
GAO: RCED-89-14
Oct. 25

**Food Prices:**
Changes Occurring in the Prices of Selected Food Products
GAO: RCED-89-46FS
Oct. 31

**Transition Series:**
Agriculture Issues
GAO: OCG-89-12TR
Nov.

**Farmers Home Administration:**
Farm Loan Programs Have Become a Continuous Source of Subsidized Credit
GAO: RCED-89-3
Nov. 22

**Crop Insurance:**
FCIC Should Strengthen Actual Production History Program Controls
GAO: RCED-89-19
Dec. 15
Financial Audit:
Farmers Home Administration's Losses Have Increased Significantly
GAO/AFMD-89-20
Dec. 20

Financial Audit:
Rural Electrification Administration's Financial Statements for 1987
GAO/AFMD-89-21
Dec. 23

Patronage Refunds:
Rural Telephone Bank's and Other Cooperatives' Methods to Refund Earnings
GAO/AFMD-89-27
Dec. 30

World Agriculture:
Factors Influencing Trends in World Agricultural Production and Trade
GAO/RCED-89-1
Jan. 19

Rural Development:
Federal Programs That Focus on Rural America and Its Economic Development
GAO/RCED-89-50BR
Jan. 19

Farmers Home Administration:
Sounder Loans Would Require Revised Loan-Making Criteria
GAO/RCED-89-9
Feb. 14

Farm Payments:
Evaluation of Changes in County Loan Rates
GAO/RCED-89-47BR
Feb. 15
Pesticides:
Economic Research Service's Analyses of Proposed EPA Actions
GAO:RCED-89-75BR
Mar. 14

Reserve Accounting:
Rural Telephone Bank's Reserve for Losses Due to Interest Rate Fluctuations
GAO:AFMD-89-15
Mar. 27

Agriculture:
Progress Made Toward Goals of 1985 Farm Bill
GAO:RCED-89-76BR
Mar. 30

Internal Controls:
Program to Address Problem Meat and Poultry Plants Needs Improvement
GAO:RCED-89-55
Mar. 31

Procurement:
Information on Two Soil Conservation Service Contracts in Kansas
GAO:RCED-89-123
Apr. 7

Food and Agriculture:
Bibliography of GAO Documents January 1985-December 1988
GAO:RCED-89-139
June

Crop Production:
Outlook for Post-Drought Recovery During 1989
GAO:RCED-89-161BR
June 6

Dairy Termination Program:
An Estimate of Its Impact and Cost-Effectiveness
GAO:RCED-89-148
July 6
Foreign Investment:
Trends in Foreign Ownership of U.S. Farmland and Commercial Real Estate
GAO/NSIAD-89-168FS
July 10

Dairy Imports:
Issues Related to Chocolate Products
GAO/RCED-89-159BR
July 18

School Lunch Program:
Buy American Procedures at Schools With Cash or Credit in Lieu of Food
GAO/RCED-89-183
Aug. 9

Immigration Reform:
Potential Impact on West Coast Farm Labor
GAO/HRD-89-89
Aug. 17

Disaster Assistance:
Crop Insurance Can Provide Assistance More Effectively Than Other Programs
GAO/RCED-89-211
Sept. 20

School Lunch Program:
Buy American Procedures at Commodity Schools
GAO/RCED-89-218
Sept. 26

Food Assistance Programs:
Nutritional Adequacy of Primary Food Programs on Four Indian Reservations
GAO/RCED-89-177
Sept. 29
**Commerce and Housing Credit**

**Postal Service:**
Final Report on Compliance With the 1988 Budget Reduction Mandate  
GAO/GGD-89-25  
Oct. 31

**Ocean Research Fleet:**
Contracting Practices for Repair of NOAA Ships  
GAO/RCED-89-25  
Oct. 31

**Transition Series:**
Financial Services Industry Issues  
GAO/OCG-89-4TR  
Nov.

**Transition Series:**
Commerce Issues  
GAO/OCG-89-11TR  
Nov.

**Rural Telephone Bank:**
Review of RTB's Determination of Fiscal Year 1988 Loan Interest Rates  
GAO/AFMD-89-30  
Nov. 10

**Telecommunications:**
Changes in Selected Broadcast and Cable Television Reporting Requirements  
GAO/RCED-89-24  
Dec. 9

**Failed Thrifts:**
No Compelling Evidence of a Need for the Federal Asset Disposition Association  
GAO/GGD-89-26  
Dec. 12

**Enterprise Zones:**
Lessons From the Maryland Experience  
GAO/PEMD-89-2  
Dec. 15
Financial Audit:
Federal Home Loan Banks' 1987 Financial Statements
GAO: AFMD-89-28
Dec. 30

Borrower Loan Prepayments:
OMB Guidelines Need to Be Strengthened
GAO: AFMD-89-19
Jan. 11

Telecommunications:
Federal Communications Commission Spectrum Management
GAO: RCED-89-62
Jan. 12

Export Promotion:
Status of Commerce's Worldwide Commercial Information Management System
GAO: NSIAD-89-100
Jan. 23

Federal Research:
Assessment of Small Business Innovation Research Programs
GAO: RCED-89-39
Jan. 23

Procurement:
Public Utilities' Compliance With Subcontracting Plan Requirements
GAO: GGD-89-32
Jan. 26

Export Promotion:
Problems in Commerce's Programs
GAO: NSIAD-89-44
Jan. 26

Banking:
Conflict of Interest Abuses in Commercial Banking Institutions
GAO: GGD-89-35
Jan. 27
Electronic Funds Transfer:
Information on Three Critical Banking Systems
GAO:IMTEC:89-25RR
Feb. 1

CPA Audit Quality:
Failures of CPA Audits to Identify and Report Significant Savings and Loan Problems
GAO/AFMD:89-45
Feb. 2

Postal Service:
Community Involvement in Post Office Relocation Decisions
GAO/GGD:89-11
Feb. 17

Troubled Financial Institutions:
Solutions to the Thrift Industry Problem
GAO/GGD:89-47
Feb. 21

Electronic Funds Transfer:
Analysis of Proposal for Direct Deposit of Income Tax Refunds
GAO/IMTEC:89-34
Feb. 24

Financial Issues:
Information on FSLIC Notes and Assistance Agreements
GAO/AFMD:89-54FS
Feb. 27

High Yield Bonds:
Issues Concerning Thrift Investments in High Yield Bonds
GAO/GGD:89-48
Mar. 2

CPA Audit Quality:
Status of Actions Taken to Improve Auditing and Financial Reporting of Public Companies
GAO/AFMD:89-38
Mar. 6
 Failed Thrifts:
Bank Board's 1988 Texas Resolutions
GAO/GGD-89-59
Mar. 11

Chicago Futures Market:
Initial Observations on Trade Practice Abuses
GAO/GGD-89-58
Mar. 13

Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act:
FTC's and Better Business Bureau's Handling of Automobile Warranty Complaints
GAO/HRD-89-57
Mar. 14

Troubled Thrifts:
Bank Board Use of Enforcement Actions
GAO/GGD-89-68BR
Apr. 13

Federal Statistics:
Merchandise Trade Statistics—Some Observations
GAO/OEE-89-1BR
Apr. 21

Financial Audit:
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation's 1988 and 1987 Financial Statements
GAO/AFMD-89-63
Apr. 28

Commercial Fishing Vessel:
Administration of the Colintino Rose II Loan Guarantee
GAO/RCED-89-105
May 3

Financial Management:
Federal Housing Administration's Accounting Methods and Section 203(b) Program
GAO/AFMD-89-26BR
May 5
**Federal Agricultural Mortgage Corporation:**
*Underwriting Standards Issues Facing the New Secondary Market*
GAO: RCED-89-106BR
May 5

**Financial Audit:**
*Federal Housing Administration Fund’s 1987 Statement of Financial Position*
GAO: AFMD-89-1
May 12

**Check Collection:**
*Competitive Fairness Is an Elusive Goal*
GAO: GGD-89-61
May 12

**Farm Finance:**
*Participants’ Views on Issues Surrounding Chapter 12 Bankruptcy*
GAO: RCED-89-142BR
May 15

**Small Business:**
*Profiles of Venture Capital Financing, 1983 Through 1987*
GAO: RCED-89-68BR
May 19

**Bank Failures:**
*Independent Audits Needed to Strengthen Internal Control and Bank Management*
GAO: AFMD-89-25
May 31

**Farmers Home Administration:**
*Status of Participation in the Interest Rate Reduction Program*
GAO: RCED-89-126BR
June 15

**Thrift Failures:**
*Costly Failures Resulted From Regulatory Violations and Unsafe Practices*
GAO: AFMD-89-62
June 16
Farmers Home Administration:
Implementation Issues Concerning Four Sections of the Food Security Act
GAO: RCED-89-71
June 19

Small Business:
Proposed Amendments to the Small Business Innovation Research Program
GAO: RCED-89-173
June 30

Partnership Projects:
Federal Support for Public-Private Housing and Development Efforts
GAO: PEMD-89-25FS
Sept. 14

Thrift Industry:
The Role of Federal Home Loan Bank Advances
GAO: GGD-89-123
Sept. 21

Postal Service:
Sites for New Post Offices May Be Larger Than Needed
GAO: GGD-89-130
Sept. 29
Farmers Home Administration:
Implementation Issues Concerning Four Sections of the Food Security Act
GAO: RCED-89-71
June 19

Small Business:
Proposed Amendments to the Small Business Innovation Research Program
GAO: RCED-89-173
June 30

Partnership Projects:
Federal Support for Public-Private Housing and Development Efforts
GAO: PEMD-89-25FS
Sept. 14

Thrift Industry:
The Role of Federal Home Loan Bank Advances
GAO: GGD-89-123
Sept. 21

Postal Service:
Sites for New Post Offices May Be Larger Than Needed
GAO: GGD-89-130
Sept. 29